LVIOE Cat Eyes Sunglasses for Women, Polarized Oversized Fashion
Vintage Eyewear for Driving Fishing - 100% UV Protection
Review-2021

OVERSIZED STYLISH DESIGN: Oversized fashion frames is today's trend. The super fashion
design protects the eyes from the damage caused by sunlight. Meanwhile, the excellent technology
enables the glasses to be well attached to all kinds of faces, and show your unique and fashion.
This oversized stylish sunglasses is a good choice for fashion and stylish accessory, which can go
with various of features and clothing.
HD POLARIZED LENS: Scratch proof and unbreakable TAC lens, which provides reduced glare for
clearer vision in the sun. The quality polarized lens is designed to counteract the light from each
other to achieve the goal of reducing reflection, and filter out 100% of harmful UVA & UVB, that will
keep your eye healthy and clear.
HIGH QUALITY AND SAFE FRAME: Premium plastic frame is a polymer material that is extremely
light and comfortable. It can effectively prevent the damage to the eyes and face caused by the
breakage of the frame and the friction in the movement.
PERFECT GIFT FOR FRIENDS & FAMILY: Due to its perfect protective eyes and view, it must be
nice present for you to give anyone who enjoy outdoor activities, making it a wonderful yet practical
gift idea for friends and family.
YOU CAN ENJOY THE AFTER-SALES SERVICE: We can fully understand that it is difficult to find
a pair of suitable sunglasses without trying. If you have any dissatisfaction with our products, please
do not hesitate to contact us. We will do our best to serve you!LVIOE Heart Polarized Mirror
Sunglasses Eyewear for Women
LVIOE Rectangle Sunglasses for Women TR90 Frame
LVIOE Retro Narrow Cat Eye Style Sunglasses for Women
LVIOE Wrap Around Sunglasses for Women with Polarized Lens
LVIOE Classic Square Polarized Sunglasses for Women
LVIOE Vintage Cat Eye Sunglasses for Women Fashion Small Cateye Sunglasses
100% UV Protection

Polarized

OVERSIZED STYLISH DESIGN: Oversized fashion frame is today's trend. The super fashion
design protects the eyes from the damage caused by sunlight. Meanwhile, the excellent technology
enables the glasses to be well attached to all kinds of faces, and show your unique and fashion.
This oversized stylish sunglasses is a good choice for fashion and stylish accessory, which can go
with various of features and clothings.
PERFECT GIFT FOR FRIENDS & FAMILY: Due to its protective eyes and view, it must be nice
present to give anyone who enjoy outdoor activities, making it a wonderful yet practical gift idea for
friends and family.
Sunglasses Details:
Temple Length: 151 millimeters (5.94 in)
Lens Height: 57 millimeters (2.22 in)
Lens Width: 67 millimeters (2.61 in)
Bridge: 14 millimeters (0.55 in)
Frame Material : Plastic
Weight: 26 g

Lens TechnologyPolarized 100% UV400 Protection
Style: Oversized Cateye Frame Flat Lenses
Gender: Womenâ€™s
Package:
1 X Oversized Cat Eye Polarized Sunglasses
1 X Polarized Sunglasses Test Card
1 X Glasses Cleaning Cloth
1 X Glasses Bag
Product Maintenance:
Donâ€™t use alcohol or any other chemicals to clean the lens, to avoid surface broken. So regular
cleaning maintenance by water is suggested, to make sure good quality could be kept and life time
extended.
IT IS AVAILABLE IN A WIDE WIDTH
Tip: If you have a wide or broad face, this frame should fit you well. Review 2021, feedback 2021,
promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest,
value for money.

